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SKYWALK
Company IntroductionCompany IntroductionCompany Introduction
SKYWALK is a mobile game developer / publisher based in South Korea who aims for 
the sky. Founded in May of 2019, our goal is to provide our users with the best game-
play experience with high quality games.

SKYWALK has brought the following games to the global market – Cut the Rope: 
BLAST, Yumi’s Cells: The Puzzle, Heroes of Atlan, and LINE Puzzle Everytown et 
cetera, with development. We will continuously strive to provide games that are 
played and loved forever by gamers all around the globe.

Now Metaverse games are being prepared according to current trends. Our next 
update to ‘My home’ is going to be based on the Metaverse that will serve not only as 
a game, but also as a space where everyday real life is extended. We will continue to 
lead the world in line with the current trends.
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Cut the Rope : 
BLAST

Content Category l
Content Link l

Etc
https://youtu.be/WgoFHLeI0c8

Content Introduction
'Cut the Rope: BLAST' is an official BLAST puzzle game of the 'Cut the Rope' series, which has 
accumulated 1.4 billion downloads since the beginning of the smartphone game industry.
It offers a variety of things to enjoy, including tournament mode, team cooperation mode, and so on. 
We also plan to update the boss battle content, which is called ‘Evil Spider’ for the first time in the 
blast puzzle genre.
Collect, remove blocks, and feel the objects' hit!



My home

Content Category l
Content Link l

Etc
https://youtu.be/Dp2B1noxEu4

Content Introduction
‘My home’ is a simulation game based on the concept of healing fantasy that takes place in a 
workshop in the forest.
Users can enjoy all healing activities regarding lifestyle such as cooking, crafting and so forth. It is 
also possible to color characters’ hair, and costume as users want.
Social networking is one of the most exciting systems. It’s always fun to make new friends and hang 
out with them in game.
Our next update is based on the Metaverse so please stay tuned!



Project Mirrorcity

Content Category l
Content Link l

Etc
-

Content Introduction
‘Project Mirrorcity’ is a fantasy genre story game where the aim is to clear the game by the main 
characters who entered the virtual reality game world ‘Mirror city’. In the process of clearing the 
game, they build up relationships with each other while feeling emotions such as love, friendship 
and so on.
Users play the game through reasoning according to the story and find solutions.
It is currently being developed and aims to release in August 2022.



Hello Hero
Epic Battle

Content Category l
Content Link l

Etc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z2YTRc17x5Y

Content Introduction
‘Hello Hero Epic Battle’ is a turn-based RPG. It is the sequel to ‘Hello Hero’, which topped 49 stores 
and recorded 20M global downloads.
All 150 heroes have their own story so users can play with immersion. They combine five heroes 
out of six classes into a party and enjoy endless adventure in modes such as Dimension Tower, 
Gem Expedition, World Boss et cetera.
It also has over 1M customizable items so that users can decorate their heroes. Decorate your hero 
with gloves, clothes etc and get equipped with weapons, and armors too!



Yumi’s Cells 
The Puzzle

Content Category l
Content Link l

Etc
https://youtu.be/GlIdxKA9CZ4

Content Introduction
‘Yumi's Cells The Puzzle’ is a match3 puzzle game that anyone can enjoy. It is based on the famous 
Korean Webtoon ‘Yumi's Cells’ with 3.4 billion views around the world.
For fans of the Webtoon, there are fun factors to enjoy. Users can meet Yumi and cells in game and 
also can play with them. In addition, some of the original episodes will open for every 20 stages 
cleared.
The game itself is fun so don’t even worry if you are not a fan!


